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Abstract: The purpose of the study is to identify paired combinations
associated with meat productivity in Aberdeen-Angus cattle for the genes of
the somatotropin cascade (growth hormone bGH, growth hormone receptor
bGHR, insulin-like growth factor-1 bIGF-1). The determination of animal
genotypes was carried out by PCR-RFLP. Results of statistical processing
was carried out using the software capabilities of "Microsoft Excel 2010" and
"Statistica 6.0". Paired combinations study of bGH, bGHR and bIGF-1
somatotropin cascade revealed marking diplotype polymorphic genes
associated with signs of meat productivity and allowing for a comprehensive
assessment of the Aberdeen-Angus cattle genetic potential in the postnatal
development early stages. Thus, the animals’ live weight with the bGHAluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB diplotype at the age of 24 months exceeds the
Aberdeen-Angus breed live weight standard by 45 kg (12%) and the total
sample - by 12.52 kg (3%). The bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA diplotype
score is 2.93% higher than the total sample. The mass index average value
of animals with the bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY diplotype at 18 months is
3.98% lower than the total sample. In animals with the bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF1-SnaBIBB diplotype at the age of 24 months, the churn index value is lower
than the total sample by 3.74%. Thus, the diplotypes bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1SnaBIBB and bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA can be considered genetic markers
of increased meat productivity and the diplotypes bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY
and bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB-reduced meat productivity. The animals’
selection with diplotypes that increase meat productivity will reduce the
investment period and increase the agricultural production profitability. For
breeding activities, it is recommended to maintain the animals’ number with the
diplotypes bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB and bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA.
Keywords: Aberdeen-Angus Breed, Meat Productivity, PCR-RFLP

Introduction
The information uses specific polymorphic genes on
the phenotypic effects that control the farm animals’
quantitative indicators is one of the accurate, fast and
relatively inexpensive tools for genetic productivity
control (Zhang et al., 2020; Purfield et al., 2019).

Currently, the search for effective genetic markers is
carried out among various candidate genes for different
indicators in different breeds and new methods and
approaches are being developed to increase its accuracy
and efficiency (Beishova et al., 2018; Raza et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2019; Xiang et al., 2019; Gui et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020).
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Many foreign scientists have studied the AberdeenAngus breed. Fedota et al. (2017a) when studying the
Aberdeen-Angus breed, revealed that the allele C of the
growth hormone gene polymorphism g. 2141 C > G has a
positive correlation with live birth weight, overall
appearance score, shorter calving interval and a negative
correlation with average daily calf growth. The t allele of the
growth hormone gene polymorphism g. 914T > A has a
positive correlation with muscle and udder size; live weight
at all ages and average daily weight gain. Posivnikova (2017)
found the positive effect of the LV genotype of the bGH gene
and the AA genotype of the bPit-1 gene (live weight at the
age of 7 months, average daily weight gain) on the growth
and development of young Aberdeen Angus breeds and bulls
with the BB genotype of the bPit-1 gene at the age of 12
months had a higher live weight. Lysenko et al. (2016) found
that alleles from the bCapn1 and bCasT genes that are
desirable from the point of meat tenderness view positively
correlate with an increase in the size of the Angus animals’
chest (bCapn1) and musculature (bCasT). Barendse et al.
(2007) studies on the Angus breed revealed that the G/G
genotype of the bRORC gene encoding the retinoic acid
receptor has a positive effect on marbling. Hohmann et al.
(2020) studied the milk casein genes polymorphism in
Angus breed females of the German population and
determined the maternal casein genotypes influence on their
calves’ growth characteristics. It was found that calves from
females with the K-CN BB and α s1-CN BB genotypes had
higher indicators of average daily growth and live weight at
weaning. Szewczuk (2016), in the silent SNP
(rs41961336; C  T) study in exon 7 of the bIGF1R
gene in Angus cattle, revealed that heifers with the CC
genotype were heavier than individuals with the CT
genotype, but individuals with the CT genotype had a
significantly higher body weight at the first hotel.
Earlier, studies on the candidate genes that regulate the
milk productivity signs in Holstein and black-and-white
cattle of Belarusian selection (Belaya et al., 2012a) and
studies on the meat productivity indicators in cattle of
Auliekol and Kazakh white-headed breeds of Kazakhstan
selection (Nametov et al., 2018), we noted that the
observed in some cases insufficiently high efficiency of
breeding measures using marker-related selection is due
to the fact that the phenotypic effects of preferred and
undesirable genotypes, in essence, they are the marginal
values of the reaction rate for this indicator and proposed
a method for assessing the phenotypic effects of candidate
genes relative to the total sample.
Also, in our previous study on the phenotypic effects
of somatotropin cascade genes, we found that the
phenotypic effect of genetic markers is enhanced if the
animal genotype contains genetic markers that potentiate
each other's effect. Therefore, we used the somatotropin
cascade genes, the protein products which are the key
links in a single humoral chain involved in growth and
development of mammals (bGH, bGHR, bIGF-1)

(Belaya et al., 2012b). In this case, the expression of one
gene affects the expression of all the others and one
polymorphism potentiates the action of the other.
This article presents the study results polymorphic
genes combined phenotypic effects of the bGH, bGHR,
bIGF-1 somatotropin cascade on such meat
productivity, as physique and live weight indexes in
commercial ages 18 and 24 months in pedigree bulls of
breed Aberdeen-Angus of Kazakhstan selection.

Materials and Methods
All procedures performed in this study were in
accordance with ethical standards. The research work was
approved by the National research Council of the National
center of state scientific and technical expertise of the
Committee of science of Ministry of education and
science on priority direction "Sustainable development of
agriculture and safety of agricultural products" (minutes
of meeting No. 1 of 12 January 2018).
The material served as samples of breeding steers
tissue of birth 2015 year of Aberdeen-Angus breed of the
Kazakhstan selection. Animals were taken from the farms
of the same territorial affiliation with equal conditions for
feeding and keeping (LLP "Sever-Agro-N", Farm
"Seydahmetov" of Kostanay region). The sample size was
284 samples. Determination of genotype of animals was
carried out by PCR-RFLP by (Table 1).
The restriction reaction of the obtained amplification
products of the bGH, bGHR and bIGF-1 genes was carried
out using restriction endonucleases AluI, SspI and SnaBI,
respectively. After incubation, the restriction fragments were
separated in 2% agarose gel at 90 V for 120 min. To visualize
the electrophoresis results, a Quantum model 1100 computer
system, Vilber Lourmat (USA) was used. The restriction
fragments size was determined using the TrackIt ™
molecular weight marker 50 bp DNA Ladder. For
genotyping of individuals for each of the loci, the lengths of
restriction fragments on electrophoregrams were compared.
Analysis of the nucleotide sequence polymorphism of the
bGH gene in exon 5 is performed using gel electrophoresis
according to (Skinkytė et al., 2005), Fig. 1.
Analysis of the nucleotide sequence polymorphism of
the bGHR gene in exon 8 was performed according to
(Fontanesi et al., 2007) (Fig. 2).
The nucleotide sequence polymorphism of the
insulin-like growth factor-1 gene bIGF-1 in the P1
region of the promoter region was identified according
to (Hines et al., 1998) (Fig. 3).
The genotype of the animal for all analyzed genes is
documented and entered into a common database. According
to the genotyping results, the animals were divided into
appropriate groups. The animals’ percentage was calculated
from the total sample (284 heads). Evaluation of the
somatotropin cascade genes bGH-AluI, bGHR-SspI, и
bIGF-1-SnaBI polymorphisms as meat productivity genetic
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markers in Aberdeen-Angus calves included: 1. Preferred
and alternative genotypes determination by comparing
productivity indicators in the corresponding animal groups;
2. Comparison of productivity indicators in animal
groups with preferred and undesirable genotypes relative
to the total sample and significance assessment of the
observed differences. If statistically significant
differences were found in animals with preferred and
undesirable genotypes from the General sample, the
difference in the average values of productivity

indicators for genotypes was calculated as a percentage
in comparison with the average values of productivity
indicators for the General study sample; in the case of
the live weight indicator, the difference was calculated
in kg and as a percentage, additionally in comparison
with the Aberdeen-Angus breed standard. The breed
standard is the minimum requirements for assigning
animals to class I. So, the live weight of the AberdeenAngus breed of class I at the age of 18 months is 330 kg,
at the age of 24 months-380 kg (MARK, 2008).

Table 1: PCR modes for the studied polymorphic loci of somatotropin cascade genes
Poly-Morphism
bGH-AluI (Skinkytė et al., 2005)

Gene region
Exon 5

bGHR-SspI (Fontanesi et al., 2007)

Exon 8

bIGF-1-SnaBI (Siadkowska et al., 2006)

P1 region of the
promoter region

Terms of Amplification
95°C-5 min; (95°C-3° sec; 64°C-3° sec; 72°C-6°
sec) 35° cycles; 72°C-1° min.
95°C -5 min; (95°C - 3° sec; 6°C - 3° sec; 72°C
-3° sec)  35° cycles; 72°C – 1 248 min.
95° C-5 min; (95 ° C - 30 sec; 64 ° C-30
sec; 72 ° C - 30 sec) 35 t.; 72° C-10 min.

Primer Sequence
AluI-F: 5′-ccgtgtctatgagaagc-3′
AluI-R: 5′'-gttcttgagcagcgcgt-3′
SspI-F: 5′-aatacttgggctagcagtgacaatat -3′
SspI-R: 5′-acgtttcactgggttgatga -3′
SnaBI-F: 5′-attcaaagctgcctgcccc-3′
SnaBI-R: 5′-acacgtatgaaaggaact-3′

265 b.p.
147 b.p.
96 b.p.
51 b.p.

Fig. 1: DNA typing electrophoregram bGH-AluI polymorphism. Tracks 2, 3, 5, 6 - restriction fragments 265, 96, 51 bp, corresponding
to bGH-AluILL genotype; track 4 - restriction fragments 265, 147, 96 и 51 bp, corresponding to bGH-AluILV genotype; track 1restriction fragments 265 and 147 bp, corresponding to bGH-AluIVV genotype. The restriction fragment of 16 bp is not
visualized. The position of specific bands on the gel is indicated by arrows. Electrophoresis was performed in 2% agarose gel
(SeaKem LE Agarose, Lonza, USA)

200

182
158

Fig. 2: DNA typing electrophoregram bGHR-SspI polymorphism (Belaya et al., 2012a). Track 1 - PCR- product 182 bp gene fragment
of the bGHR-SspI gene; tracks 2, 3, 4-restriction fragment 158 bp corresponding to the bGHR-SspIFF genotype; track 5restriction fragment 182 bp corresponding to the bGHR-SspIYY genotype; track 6-restriction fragments 182 and 158 bp
corresponding to the bGHR-SspIFY genotype. The 24-point fragment is not visualized. The molecular mass marker
O'RangeRulertm 50 bp DNA Ladder, Fermentas, Lithuania was used. The position of specific bands on the gel is indicated by
arrows. Electrophoresis was performed in 2% agarose gel (SeaKemLEAgarose, Lonza, USA)
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249
223

200

Fig. 3: Electrophoregram of DNA typing of the bIGF-1-SnaBI polymorphism (Belaya et al., 2012a). Track 1-molecular mass marker
O’Range Ruler TM 50 bp DNA Ladder, Fermentas, Lithuania; track 2 - PCR-product of 249 bp of the bIGF-1-SnaBI gene
fragment; tracks 3, 4-restriction fragments 249 and 223 bp corresponding to the bIGF-1-SnaBIАВ genotype; track 5, 6-restriction
fragment 223 bp corresponding to the bIGF-1-Spaviaa genotype; track 7-restriction fragment 249 bp, corresponding to the
genotype bIGF-1-SnaBIВВ. The 26 bp fragment is not visualized. The position of specific bands on the gel is indicated by
arrows. Electrophoresis was performed in 2% agarose gel (SeaKem LE Agarose, Lonza, USA)



Since the small sample size imposes additional
limitations on the degree of obtained results reliability, the
methods of nonparametric statistics were used for
analysis, allowing to work with small samples in the
absence of feature Gaussian distribution. The data are
presented as median and interquartile range.
The statistical estimation differences between groups
with three possible genotypes was performed by KruskelWallis ANOVA using rank analysis of variations for three
or more independent groups. If the animal numbers in a
group with a rare genotype was less than six, this group
was excluded from statistical processing and comparison
was performed using the Mann-Whitney U-test for two
independent groups. The differences in all cases were
considered statistically significant at a significance level
of P < 0.05 (Rebrova, 2002).
For those polymorphisms in which differences
between preferred and alternative genotypes were
statistically significant, as well as for groups with paired
combinations of genotypes, productivity was estimated
relative to the total sample by constructing a 95%
confidence interval for the median of the analyzed group
and then comparing it with the total samples’ median.
This method allows you to evaluate the differences
between the group that is part of the sample and the
sample itself. The data is presented as the median of the
lower and upper bounds of the 95% confidence interval.
In the case that the boundaries of the CI do not overlap, it
is concluded that the analyzed group was significantly
different from the population. Data are analyzed,
presented and discussed in the form of Me, [CI1; CI2]
(25%; 75%) (Rebrova, 2002).
Sequence number of sample values that are Lower (L)
and Upper (U) boundaries were determined by the
formulas 1 and 2:

L  n / 2  Z1   *  n / 2





U  1  n / 2  Z1   *  n / 2

(1)



(1)

where, the Z- value of normal distribution for selected
probabilities. For a confidence probability of 95%, Z =
1.96 (Rebrova, 2002) n is the sample size.
The results were processed using the software
features “Microsoft Excel 2010” and “Statistica 6.0”
(StatSoft, IP. 1994-2001). The Basic Statistical tables
and Nonparametric Statistics modules are required
(Rebrova, 2002).

Results
The average value (±σ) of live weight for the study
group was 359.79±0.72 at the age of 18 months and
416.68±0.90 at the age of 24 months. The average value
of the downness index was 84.43±0.25 and 84.38±0.21 at
the ages of 18 and 24 months, respectively, the
massiveness index was 103.34±0.28 and 107.09±0.32, the
elongation index was 119.29±0.26 and 127.06±0.40, the
bony index was 15.07±0.06 and 15.69±0.06 and the
posterior index was 226.33±1.64 and 212.59±1.57,
respectively, at the ages of 18 and 24 months.
The results groups with different genotypes of evaluating
the heterogeneity for the bGH-AluI, bGHR-SspI and bIGFSnaBI polymorphisms are presented in Table 2.
Productivity evaluation of these animal groups using
the confidence interval method revealed a case where the
95% confidence interval boundaries of the group fall
outside the boundaries of the 95% confidence interval of
the sample as a whole (Fig. 4).
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According to the results of DNA typing, animals with
the corresponding paired combinations of genotypes were
divided into corresponding groups (diplotypes). The meat
productivity of each diplotype was analyzed in relation to the
total sample according to the characteristics of live weight at
the ages of 18 and 24 months, as well as by the physique,
compactness and bone, index of format indices, narrow
quarters and mass at the age of 18- and 24-months indices.
When analyzing the phenotypic effects of paired
combinations of polymorphic genes of the somatotropin
cascade on meat productivity indicators in AberdeenAngus calves, significant phenotypic effects were
established for paired combinations No. 15 bGH-AluIVVbIGF-1-SnaBIBB (index of live weight at 24 months), No.
11 bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY (mass index at 18 months),
No. 25 bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB and No.1 bGHAluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA (Index of Compactness at 24
months) (Table 3).

The results of a significance graphical analysis of the
difference between the group with diplotype No.15 bGHAluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB from the total sample on the
basis of live weight index at the age of 24 months (Fig. 5).
The graphical analysis results of the significance of the
difference between the group with diplotypes No. 25
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB and No. 1 bGH-AluILLbIGF-1-SnaBIAA from the total sample by the down index
at the age of 24 months (Fig. 6).
The graphical analysis results of the significance of the
difference between the group with diplotype No. 11 bGHAluILV-bGHR-SspIFY from the General sample by the
mass index at the age of 18 months (Fig. 7).
The relative frequencies of structure-forming genotypes
are given in the same place for comparison (Fig. 8).

107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
99
98

bGH-AluILL

bGH-AluIVV
Oбщaя Bblб0pka\Total sample

bGH-AluILV
Median

25-75%

CI 1, CI 2, for median

Fig. 4: Interval estimation of the mass index at the age of 24 months in Aberdeen-Angus calves with the genotypes bGH-AluILL, bGHAluILV and bGH-AluIVV relative to the total sample
432
430
428
426
424
422
420
418
416
414
412
410
Median

bGH-AluIVV-blGF-1-SnaBIBB Total sample
25-75%
CI 1, CI 2, for median

Fig. 5: Graphical assessment of the statistical significance of the phenotypic effect of diplotype No. 15 bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB
on the live weight Aberdeen-Angus calves at the age of 24 months basis
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88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81

Total sample bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB
Median

CI 1, CI 2, for median

25-75%

Fig. 6: Graphical assessment of the statistical significance of the phenotypic effects of diplotypes No. 25 bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1SnaBIBB and No. 1 bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA on the Index of Compactness of Aberdeen-Angus calves aged 24 months
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
99
98

Total sample bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY

Median

25-75%

Cl 1, Cl 2, for median

Fig. 7: Graphical assessment of the statistical significance of the phenotypic effect of diplotype No. 11 bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY on
the mass index of Aberdeen-Angus calves aged 18 months
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

73,4

44,3
26,5
23,26 17,93

23,2
10,86

8,15

29,2 29,07
23,26

% of the diplotype
5,97

% of genotype 1
% of genotype 2

Fig. 8: Distribution of relative frequencies of marking diplotypes in Aberdeen-Angus cattle breed
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Table 2: P-statistic values when assessing the heterogeneity of groups with different genotypes according to Kruskal-Wallis for
polymorphisms bGH-AluI, bGHR-SspI and bIGF-SnaBI in Aberdeen-Angus calves
Polymorphism
bGH-AluI
bGHR-SspI
bIGF-SnaBI
Comparable genotypes
LL, LV, VV
FF, FY, YY
АА, АВ, ВВ
Live weight at the age of 18 months
0.32
0.48
0.47
Live weight at the age of 24 months
0.02*
0.12
0.31
Index of Compactness at the age of 18 months
0.09
0.22
0.65
Index of Compactness at the age of 24 months
0.60
0.66
0.07
Index of Bone at the age of 18 months
0.05*
0.84
0.13
Index of Bone at the age of 24 months
0.04*
0.97
0.10
Index of Format at the age of 18 months
0.56
0.40
0.25
Index of Format at the age of 24 months
0.22
0.42
0.47
Index of narrow quarters at the age of 18 months
0.53
0.27
0.11
Index of narrow quarters at the age of 24 months
0.11
0.40
0.14
Mass index at the age of 18 months
0.01*
0.27
0.89
Mass index at the age of 24 months
0.74
0.69
0.51
Note: *The samples are heterogeneous relative to each other at P*<0.05 (according to Kruskal-Wallis)
Table 3: Characteristics of the growth and development dynamics of Aberdeen-Angus calves with marking paired genotype combinations (Me [CI
95%], (25%; 75%))
No.
Structure
Indicator
Effect
Me [95% CI], (25%; 75%))
The total sample (n = 284)
15
bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB
The index of the
Enhancing
425
417
bone/24 months
[420; 431]
[415; 418],
(417; 431)
(411; 422)
11
bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY
The index of
Lowering
100 [99.15; 101.54]
102.54
mass/18 months
(98.73; 102.1)
[101.67; 103.33]
(100; 105.08)
25
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB
Downing index/24 months
Lowering
83.33
85.11
[81.82; 84.24],
[84.08; 85.63],
(81.44; 85.71)
(82.5; 86.73)
1
bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA
Downing index/24 months
Enhancing
86.16
85.11
[86.45; 85.44],
[84.08; 85.63],
(84.42; 87.1)
(82.5; 86.73)

as well as their paired combinations on the beef
productivity of the Aberdeen-Angus breed.
It can be seen that groups of Aberdeen-Angus calves with
the genotypes bGH-AluILL, bGH-AluILV and bGH-AluIVV
differ statistically significantly in live weight, index of bone
at the age of 24 months and mass index at the age of 18
months. At the same time, groups of animals with the bGHRSspIYY, bGHR-SspIFF and bGHR-SspIFY genotypes for the
bGHR-SspI polymorphism and groups of animals with the
bIGF-SnaBIAA, bIGF-SnaBIAB and bIGF-SnaBIBB
genotypes for the bGHR-SspI polymorphism are
homogeneous for all the considered traits (Table 2).
Nonparametric characteristics of meat productivity of
Aberdeen-Angus calves with different genotypes of bGHAluI polymorphism are shown in Table 4.
Aberdeen-Angus calves with the bGH-AluILV
genotype have a lower mass index at the age of 18 months
and a lower index of bone at the age of 24 months
compared to their peers with the bGH-AluILL and bGHAluIVV genotypes. In particular, the mass index at the age
of 18 months in calves with the genotypes bGH-AluILL,
bGH-AluILV and bGH-AluIVV is 103.38 (100.00; 105.51),
100.87 (99.15; 103.42) and 103.28 (100.85; 105.93)
respectively. The bony index at 24 months in these groups
of animals is 15.94 (15.26; 16.67), 15.50 (14.96; 16.28)
and 15.50 (15.00; 16.54) respectively (Table 4).

In Aberdeen-Angus calves aged 18 months, diplotype
No.11 bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY was a marker of a
reduced mass index. Its frequency in the population was
quite high at 10.86%, while the frequencies of the structureforming genotypes bGH-AluILV and bGHR-SspIFY are 44.3
and 23.2%, respectively. A decrease in the frequency of
individual occurrences with such a diplotype may lead to the
increase in the mass index of the population as a whole.

Discussion
Genetic potential assessment of agricultural animal
productivity by genetic markers is a modern, popular and
rapidly developing trend in breeding. Currently, the
search for effective genetic markers is carried out among
the candidate genes for different traits in different breeds.
It is known that the growth process in mammals is
significantly influenced by the growth hormone (GHsomatotropin) and a group of hormones involved in
mediating its effect on target cells (somatotropin
cascade). Among the genes responsible for the synthesis
of the somatotropin cascade hormones, the search for
potential candidate genes affecting the manifestation of
quantitative traits in cattle, including beef productivity,
is currently under way. We analyzed the effect of
individual genotypes of bGH, bGHR and bIGF-1 genes,
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Table 4: Characteristics of the growth and development dynamics of Aberdeen-Angus calves with different genotypes of bGH-AluI
polymorphism (Me [CI 95%], (25%; 75%))
Genotype
bGH-AluILL
bGH-AluILV
bGH-AluIVV
Total sample
n
83
126
74
284
Live weight/24 months
416
418
417
417
[410; 417],
[414; 419], (411; 421)
[415; 422],
[415; 418],
(408; 419)
(413; 425)
(411; 422)
Index of bone/18 months
15.25
14.88 [14.53; 15.25],
15.13
15.25 [14.88; 15.25],
[15.13; 15.65],
(14.41; 15.38)
[14.53; 15.25],
(14.41; 15.7)
(14.59; 15.90)
(14.41; 15.70)
Index of bone/24 months
15.94
15.50
[15.63; 16.30],
[15.13; 15.70],
15.50 [15.13; 16.28],
15.63 [15.45; 15.79],
(15.26; 16.67)
(14.96; 16.28)
(15.00; 16.54)
(15.00; 16.53)
Mass Index/18 months
103.38
100.87
103.28
102.54
[101.68; 104.20],
[100.00; 101.72],
[101.68; 104.27],
[101.67; 103.33]
(100.00; 105.51)
(99.15; 103.42)
(100.85; 105.93)
(100; 105.08)

Aberdeen-Angus calves with the bGH-AluIVV
genotype at the age of 24 months are characterized by
increased live weight compared to their peers with the
bGH-AluILL and bGH-AluILV genotypes. Calves live
weight with genotypes bGH-AluILL, bGH-AluILV and
bGH-AluIVV at the age of 24 months is 416 (408; 419), 41
(411; 421) and 417 (415; 422) kg, respectively.
Our data correlate with the data of other researchers.
For example, (Hartatik et al., 2020) found that the bGHAluIV allele was positively associated with the average
daily gain of cattle. In the work of (Plakhtyukova, 2020)
it was shown that in the Kazakh white-headed breed group
with bGH-AluI VV genotype, unlike the groups with
other genotypes, large indicators of live weight, preslaughter and slaughter weight, as well as carcass
weight, percentage of flesh in it, slaughter yield and
meatability factor were observed.
However, a study by (Fedota et al., 2017b) in the
Aberdeen-Angus breed found a positive correlation of
bGH-AluIL allele with the increased animals’ live weight
at birth. In the work of (Sedykh et al., 2020) bulls of
Hereford, Limousin and Black and White breeds with bGHAluILL genotype had significantly higher live weight, as well
as absolute and average daily live weight gain. Akcay et al.
(2015) showed no statistically significant differences in live
weight between the groups of cattle with bGH-AluILL, bGHAluILV and bGH-AluIVV genotypes.
Animal selection with preferred genotypes associated
with meat productivity traits in cattle does not in all cases
bring such a significant and rapid result as one would
expect. Therefore, we conducted an additional evaluation of
the genotypes phenotypic effect for polymorphisms that are
potential genetic markers of Aberdeen-Angus breed
productivity. It involves, after determining the preferred and
undesirable genotypes for a given polymorphism, comparing
the productivity indices of these groups of animals with the
productivity indices of the total sample under study.
It is obvious that groups of Aberdeen-Angus calves
with bGH-AluILL and bGH-AluIVV genotypes are
characterized by a significantly higher mass index relative

to calves with bGH-AluILV genotype (Fig. 4). At the same
time, animals with the bGH-AluILL and bGH-AluIVV
genotypes fall within the interquartile range of the total
sample by the values of the mass index and the median
confidence interval in the group with the bGH-AluILV
genotype was not done overlap with the median
confidence interval of the sample. This indicates a
significant difference between the group with the bGHAluILV genotype and the total sample. Thus, the genotype
can be included in breeding programs as a genetic marker
of reduced mass in Aberdeen-Angus calves at the age of
18 months. In this case, selection should be focused on
reducing the number of calves with this genotype.
Genotypes that individually are not associated with
meat productivity traits in paired combinations can
exhibit increased or decreased, statistically significant
phenotypic effect compared to the total sample, so in our
work we evaluated the complex effect of bGH, bGHR and
bIGF-1 genes on meat productivity of Aberdeen-Angus
cattle. We hypothesized that the phenotypic effect of genetic
markers could be more pronounced if genetic markers
potentiating each other's effect were present in the animal's
genotype. Therefore, we took for the study such genes whose
protein products are the key links of one humoral chain
involved in the processes of growth and development of
mammals (bGH, bGHR, bIGF-1) (Belaya et al., 2012b).
It is obvious that the boundaries of the median
confidence interval of the group with the No 15 bGHAluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB diplotype are in the range from
420 to 431 kg and fall outside the median confidence
interval of the sample of 415-418 kg for this trait (Fig. 5).
When compared with the Aberdeen-Angus breed
standard, it was found that the animal live weights with
the bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB diplotype at the age of
24 months exceeds the live weight of the Aberdeen-Angus
breed standard by 45 kg (12%); and when compared with
the General sample - by 12.52 kg (3%).This indicates that
diplotype No.15 bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB can be
recommended as a genetic marker of increased live
weight of Aberdeen-Angus calves at the age 24 months.
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Diplotype No. 25 bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB is
characterized by a significantly decreasing phenotypic
effect on the Index of Compactness of Aberdeen-Angus
calves at 24 months. The boundaries of the median
confidence interval of the group with the diplotype are in
the range from 81.82 to 84.24 and fall outside the
confidence interval of the sample median, which are
84.08-85.63 for this indicator (Fig. 6). Average values
comparison of the downness index in animals with the
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB diplotype and in the
General sample showed that animals with this diplotype
at the 24 months age are characterized by a lower value of
the downness index, the difference from the General
sample was 3.74%. This suggests that diplotype No. 25
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB can be recommended as a
genetic marker of the reduced Index of Compactness of
Aberdeen-Angus calves at the 24 months age.
The group with diplotype No.1 bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1SnaBIAA also falls outside the confidence interval of the
sample median. However, in this case, the phenotypic
effect is increasing for this indicator. In particular, in the
calves’ group with diplotype 1, the median of the sample
is in the range from 86.45 to 85.44, while for the total
sample, this indicator is in the range of 84.08-85.63. The
bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAAdiplotype score is 2.93%
higher than the total sample. This makes it possible to
recommend diplotype No.1 bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1SnaBIAA as a genetic marker of increased churn in
Aberdeen-Angus calves aged 24 months and diplotype
No. 25 bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB as a marker of a
reduced compactness index in such calves.
The confidence interval boundaries of the group median
with diplotype No.11 bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY are in the
range from 99.15 to 101.54 and fall outside the median
confidence interval of the sample 101.67-103.33 for this trait
(Fig. 7). Compared to the General sample, the average value
of the massiveness animal index with the bGH-AluILVbGHR-SspIFY diplotype at 18 months is 3.98% lower. This
suggests that diplotype No. 11bGH-AluILV-bGHR-SspIFY
can be recommended as a genetic marker of the reduced
mass index of Aberdeen-Angus calves at the 18 months age.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare our results
with those other researchers due to their limitations. Most
scientific works are devoted to studies of the complex
genotypes influence on milk productivity and milk quality
in dairy breeds (Belaya et al., 2012b; Plivachuk and
Dyman, 2016; Tyulkin, 2018; Safina et al., 2018;
Mauriae et al., 2017; Lazebnaya et al., 2012).
The results we obtained for the Aberdeen-Angus breed
differ from those obtained for the Auliekol and Kazakh
white-headed breeds. Thus, in this study, the diplotype
bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA is the marker of increased
knockdown in Aberdeen-Angus animals and the diplotype
bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB is the increased live weight
markers of Aberdeen-Angus animals. Previously, we
identified bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA, bGH-AluILLbIGF-1-SnaBIBB diplotypes that decrease live weight and
bGH-AluILV-bIGF-1-SnaBIAB and bGH-AluILV-bIGF-1-

SnaBIBB diplotypes that increase live weight. The
association of diplotypes with meat productivity of
Auliekol and Kazakh white-headed cattle, whose
structure includes the bGH-AluIVV genotype, was not
identified, due to the fact that this genotype was rare
(Nametov et al., 2019; Beishova et al., 2018). Thus, there
are a number of limitations that prevent the direct
translation of information obtained in one breed into
breeding programs involving other breeds. This is due to
the fact that, firstly, any gene works against the
background of the whole set of genes of the organism and
their polymorphic variants and the polymorphism
preferred against one genome may turn out to be neutral
or undesirable against the work of another genome.
Secondly, the same breed in the local selection course in
a certain territory adapts to the climate conditions, forage
and diseases prevalent in this territory and acquires its
own characteristics of physiology, phenotype and
genotype. Consequently, the data on the association of a
particular polymorphic candidate gene with productivity
traits require additional studies on the population in which
a breeding program using this DNA marker is conducted.
The effectiveness of including genotypes marking
pairs in breeding programs depends to a certain extent on
the starting frequency of the genotype in the population.
The comparison results of the observed genotype
frequencies for the bGH-AluI polymorphism were
compared to the theoretically expected frequencies for the
Hardy-Weinberg law.
At the age of 24 months in Aberdeen-Angus calves,
diplotype No.15 bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB was a
genetic marker of the increased live weight. Its frequency
in the population was low and amounts to 8.15%, while
the frequencies of the structure-forming genotypes bGHAluIVV and bIGF-1-SnaBIBB reach 26.5 and 23.26%,
respectively. Therefore, it was quite possible to increase the
frequency of animal occurrence with a marking diplo type
during breeding activities and thus increase the overall level
of live weight of the livestock at the 24 months age.
A reduced index marker of Aberdeen-Angus calves’
compactness at the 24 months age was diplo type No.25
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB. Its frequency in the
population is quite high at 17.93%, while the frequencies
of the structure-forming genotypes bGHR-SspIFF и bIGF1-SnaBIBB are 73.4 and 23.26%, respectively. In this case,
breeding measures aimed at increasing the index of
compactness of livestock should be focused on reducing
the frequency of the combined diplo type No.25 bGHRSspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB in the population.
Diplo type No.1 bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA is a
marker of the increased compactness in Aberdeen-Angus
calves aged 24 months. Its frequency in the population is
quite low and amounts to 5.97%, while the frequencies of
the structure-forming genotypes bGH-AluILL and bIGF1-SnaBIAA are 29.2 and 29.07%, respectively, which
indicates the prospects of breeding measures to increase
its frequency in the population. To assess the economic
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efficiency of including these diplotypes, an assessment of
additional economic parameters of breeding is required.

the frequency of this diplotype can increase the overall level
of live weight at the age of 24 months.

Conclusion

Acknowledgement

As a result of the study of phenotypic effects of
individual genes, it was found that the genotype bGHAluILV was statistically significantly associated with a
reduced mass index at 18 months of age. However, it is
difficult to reduce its frequency in the course of breeding
programs because of the occurrence high frequency in the
population: 126 out of 284 animals studied were carriers of
this genotype. In this case the selection should be focused on
calves’ reduction with such genotype in the population.
The combined effects analysis of genotypes paired
combinations in Aberdeen-Angus calves aged 18 and 24
months revealed diplotypes associated with both
increasing and decreasing phenotypic effects on the
meat productivity indicators.
The genetic marker of a reduced mass index at the age
of 18 months is diplotype No.11 bGH-AluILV-bGHRSspIFY. The average value of the massiveness index in this
group is 99.23±0.09, which is 3.98% lower than the total
sample. The number of animals with this diplotype in the
studied population is 31 heads. The relative frequency of
the diplotype in the population is quite high-10.86% and
a decrease in the frequency of occurrence of individuals
with such a diplotype can lead to an increase in the mass
index of the population as a whole.
The genetic marker of the compactness reduced index
in Aberdeen-Angus calves at the 24 months age may be
diplotype No.25 bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB. The
value of the churn index for this group is 81.22±0.6, while
for the General sample this indicator is 84.38±0.21 (the
difference is 3.74%). Its frequency in the population is
quite high (51 heads out of 284 studied) and amounts to
17.93% and breeding measures aimed at increasing the
index of compactness of livestock should be focused on
reducing the frequency of the combined diplotype No. 25
bGHR-SspIFF-bIGF-1-SnaBIBB in the population.
Diplotype No.1 bGH-AluILL-bIGF-1-SnaBIAA is a
genetic marker of the increased compactness in AberdeenAngus calves at 24 months age. In particular, in this group,
the average value of the churn index is 86.85±0.8, while for
the General sample, this indicator is 84.38±0.21 (the
difference is 2.93%). Its frequency in the population is 17
heads (5.97%), which indicates the prospects of breeding
measures to increase its frequency in the population.
At the 24 months age, the genetic marker of increased
live weight is diplotype No.15 bGH-AluIVV-bIGF-1SnaBIBB. The average live weight at 24 months in this group
is higher in relation to the total sample by 12.52 kg (3%) and
is 429.2±2.6 kg, while the total sample is 416.68±0.90 kg.
Moreover, the animal live weights with this diplotype at the
age of 24 months exceeds the live weight of the AberdeenAngus breed standard by 45 kg (12%). Its frequency in the
population is low and amounts to 8.15% (23 heads in the
studied population). During breeding activities, increasing
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